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STEEL MARKET SUMMARY - December
Steel And Global Economic Outlook Still Uncertain
As the calendar year of a tumultuous 2021 draws to an end, a reflection on what has
happened and what might happen (next year) prompts more questions than it gives
answers. How is it, for example, that recently falling steel prices in China – the
principal country of steel manufacture – are not reflected in prices on offer in
Australia? One obvious reason is that heavy anti-dumping actions initiated by
Australian interests have ring-fenced many Chinese imports out of the local market,
thus making it less likely that Chinese pricing falls will flow through. Furthermore,
even though China remains the country which gives direction to world prices, it has
been a bit less influential this year as other countries have experienced local price
reactions to their own demand and supply spikes.
We´ll return to the China pricing question in a moment. But first, a glance at some of
the standout indexed price movements in this roller-coaster year. Rebar from China
began the year at US $601 per metric tonne (m/t) then peaked in October at $915
before descending now to $670. Wire rod from China opened at $583 m/t in January
then hit an October peak of $1030 and is now at $783. In flat products, the most
greatly affected by the supply shortage of 2021 was HRC North America which
started the year at $996 then peaked in September at an amazing $1815 before
falling to its present $1420. HRC from China was a modest $634 in January before
shooting to $954 in August. Hot dipped galvanised coil (HDG) in Shanghai likewise
opened 2021 at $797 then went to a high of $1100 in September before adjusting to
its present $925. In raw materials, coking coal was $102 in January, peaked at $403
in November and now sits at $315. Meanwhile, Australia´s iron ore started the year
at $174, reached a $211 peak in July, but now sits at a lowly $102.
The price ultimately paid by Australian steel consumers is always, in one way or
another, connected to events in China, the world´s second largest economy and
largest steel producer. Within that context, Chinese steel pricing is primarily
influenced by its own domestic demand where three factors are currently in play: a
softening of confidence in the Chinese economy; a potential collapse in the property
market on concerns over Evergrande; and a mandate by the central government to
limit steel production due to carbon emission worries. So, the consequences:
according to the Steel Logistics Professional Committee, in November the
Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI) for China's steel industry fell for the second
month by 1.7 basis points to 36.6, the same level it was in February 2020 when
Covid-19 really took hold. Meanwhile, daily crude steel output among China's major
steel mills over November 1-20 fell by 3.7% on the month and by 17% on the year to
be 1.76 million mt/day, according to the China Iron & Steel Association. Meanwhile,
Citi Research reports Chinese steel inventories are tight, having come down 52%
from their post-Chinese New Year peak. Even more interesting is Citi´s claim that
Chinese steel exports have fallen for the fifth straight month and, in November, were
just 2.9 million m/t which is down 57% on the April.....(Click to continue reading)
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Long Products – Construction Steels
Prices are displayed in USD per tonne. See Key to Prices for full product description.
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The value of new loan commitments for
investor housing has grown for 12
consecutive months.
ABS – Lending Indicators

Oct Dwelling Approvals Drop – Nov 30
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The total value of Australia´s 10.7 million
residential dwellings rose by $487 billion to
$9.2 trillion in the September quarter.
ABS – Residential Property, Australia
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House Prices Value Tops $9 T - Dec 7
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The seasonally adjusted number of
dwellings approved fell 12.9% in October,
following a 3.9% drop in September.
ABS – Building Approvals, Australia

Construction Work Falls – Nov 24
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The value of total construction work done
fell 0.3% in the September quarter in
seasonally adjusted terms.
ABS – Construction Work Done

ANTI-DUMPING NEWS
Measures already in place:

ADC - Measures
Updates to the public record:

ADC - Updates
Recent anti-dumping actions:

ADC - Actions
Request a weekly update from the
Australian Government Anti-Dumping
Commission website: here.

Flat Products – Manufacturing Steels
Prices are displayed in USD per tonne. See Key to Prices for full product description.
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* The Feedstock Index is the cost of iron ore, coking coal and
scrap metal in one tonne of steel made via the BOF process.
To see a full explanation of ASN´s Feedstock Index, click here.
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Steel News Headlines

Steel Raw Materials Prices
Prices are displayed in USD per tonne. See Key to Prices for full product description.
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December 1 – SEAISI
China´s PMI drop matches Feb 2020 low

December 1 – Reuters
Omicron fears send OZ stock market plunging
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Indonesia leads stainless steel rise
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US steel demand to rise on infrastructure
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Baowu´s carbon reduction plan sets tone
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December 1 – SEAISI
Steel prices drop to 22-month low
November 30 – Bloomberg
Steel´s green path to cost $278 billion
November 29 – SEAISI
ASEAN billet market slips on uncertainty
November 29 – Bloomberg
Iron ore surge on China mill restock
November 29 – SEAISI
Turkish scrap slides amid more offers
November 26– MEPS
EU and US forge path through Trump´s wall
November 26 – SEAISI
Indian scrap import market drops
November 25 – Reuters
Nickel and tin boosted on China outlook
November 23 – WSA
October 2021 crude steel production
For more steel news headlines, click here

Scrap Metal Prices - HMS 1/2
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Prices are displayed in USD per tonne. See Key to Prices.
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Non-Ferrous Metals Prices
Prices are displayed in USD per tonne, except Vanadium in USD/kg. See Key to Prices.
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Top Five Steel Producing Countries*
August 2021
Figures are in millions of metric tonnes

Country
China
India
Japan
USA
Russia (e)

Aug 21

Aug 21/20
% Change

83.2
9.9
7.9
7.5
6.3

-13.2
8.2
22.9
26.8
4.4

* Source: World Steel Association

(e) Estimate

NZ NEWS
It´s Tough Making Predictions…
Especially About The Future
The Climate Change Response Act 2002 requires the New Zealand government
to publish an emissions reduction plan by 31 May, 2022 setting out how the
country will meet its climate targets. The plan will set the direction for climate
action for the next 15 years and require action across a range of areas including
energy, transport, waste and construction. In a perfect world, decisions regarding
the use of building materials should be driven by engineers, designers and
specifiers on a project-by-project basis: and for the most part they are doing that.
Notwithstanding, the metals sector must continue to change practices to reduce
the embodied and operational costs of new buildings, otherwise it risks losing
ground to other materials with a perceived lower carbon footprint. This comes as
a timber processing lobby is wearing out shoe leather on the windy streets of
Wellington, attempting to convince policymakers that the solution to how New
Zealand reduces its „embodied carbon‟ at the build stage lies with wood.
In short, to succeed, our local steel supply needs to be low carbon and we must
continue to not only tell a compelling story about what we are doing to deliver
lower emissions but also to strive for a circular economy. Of course, no one
knows what the future holds, but I‟m reminded of former New York Yankees
catcher and amateur philosopher, Yogi Berra, who said: “It's tough to make
predictions, especially about the future”.
The fact steel plays a prominent role in our daily lives and is critical to New
Zealand‟s infrastructure is well known. Likewise, Metals New Zealand members
are aware that the New Zealand Government plays a dual role as both a
customer – and a large one at that for some – and a regulator. Nowadays,
Government procurement tenders are specifying the use of materials that support
New Zealand‟s aim to be a net zero carbon economy by 2050. Ministers have
instructed the public sector to lead the way by giving consideration to the lowest
carbon option as part of government procurement strategies.
It is helpful therefore that back in February of this year BlueScope Steel (owner of
New Zealand Steel) appointed Gretta Stephens as Chief Executive Climate
Change. Whilst Gretta‟s appointment has global reach, being based in New
Zealand provides the sector with an opportunity to share world best-practice, and
to engage with government and business customers on the sector‟s transition to
a low-emission future. New Zealand Steel recently collaborated with its supplier
of co-generated electricity, Alinta Energy, to ….(click here to continue reading)

Stainless Steel Feedstock Index
Prices are in the currency indicated. See Key to Prices.
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Ferro Alloy Prices
Prices are displayed in USD per tonne.
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Ariston Wire Contacts
Wire and Reinforcing Accessories:

Fran Liebovitz / fran@aristonwire.com.au
Galvanised Mesh and Fencing Products:

Ian Jones / ian@aristonwire.com.au
Telephone: (02) 93874188
Website: www.aristonwire.com.au

Market Summary - Continued
…..on the April 2021 level. This has all led analysts to predict China's steel
demand and supply will both soften further in December and that this equalising
effect will prompt steel prices to be narrowly range-bound.
What does this mean for the rest of the world? Well, notwithstanding China´s
domestic problems there is not a build-up of steel stock and, even though prices
in China have fallen more than anywhere else in the world, it is unlikely this will
create a substantial world pricing downwards correction, because exports have
also fallen. Indeed, the shortness of available steel in China and Chinese steel
available for export, combined with increased demand and other global supply
chain problems is a compelling reason for further pricing strength. Massive
increases in the cost of power and continuing shortages of shipping – none of it
at competitive prices – also add up to a continuing strong market. Who might
benefit from this, apart from the big steel manufacturers? Perhaps some of the
smaller steel manufacturers who seem to have developed a pricing conscience!
They are not suffering any pricing pressures from higher freight or power, but
rather have the opportunity to substantially benefit as their competition overseas
enjoys higher expectations but also higher costs. That said, BlueScope Steel
and InfraBuild seem content to sell out at prices much lower than their import
competition. This is great news if you are one of their distributors buying at
hundreds of dollars under the international market price. The only downside,
especially with BlueScope production, is the problem of availability as lead times
lengthen. Mind you, none of this will be overly concerning to BlueScope which,
in November, gave confirmation of its first half of FY2022 earnings guidance. It
said underlying earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) will be in the range of
$2.1 billion to $2.3 billion.
Looking to the future, plans for “green steel” became all the rage during 2021,
culminating with the world´s biggest steelmaker, Baowu Group, saying it will
reduce carbon emissions by 30% per metric tonne of crude steel in the period
2020 to 2035. It plans to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050. As a country, China
is vowing to become carbon neutral by 2060 and, along that journey, it wants to
hit peak carbon emissions by 2030. To achieve these goals, it´s expected large
steelmakers such as Baowu will still focus on blast furnace and converter
routes, while smaller mills, especially long steel makers, will gradually shift to
electric arc furnaces through capacity swaps. Eventually 50% of China's total
crude steel capacity is expected to be EAFs, which consume mainly scrap. EAF
steelmaking capacity currently accounts for 15% of China's total steel capacity.
Finally, Australian Steel News warmly wishes all its readers a very Merry
Christmas and a prosperous New Year. (Return to page 1)

Industry Insider - Comment
By Andrew Nixon*
General Manager, McKechnie Iron Foundry
It´s amazing how things change. We´ve got a full book here
– at least for now. Large valves, gearing and steel making,
smelting, etc. Mind you, the current topic of concern is the
sourcing of materials from global operations – eg, furnace
additions. Ferro alloys, ductile iron inoculants and such, the
Australian suppliers are working hard to secure stock by
placing forward orders. Of course, this supply problem is
just my perception. I cannot speak with authority for any
other plant or operation. But there´s lots of hearsay and chit
chat along these lines. And I get plenty of supplier emails
saying: “Suck it up big boy, everyone is having the same
problem, what with price increases and other things….or it´s
stuck on the dock in Vladivostok.”
Supply for metals manufacture or building materials for
development is a very sensitive topic. Steel furnace feed is
also beginning to be an area of concern with a significant
reduction in Australian manufacturing and with plenty of
ships lining up to take our scrap to mini mills overseas. The

result is, I´m noticing it´s getting harder to source good
scrap. We used to get a lot of good scrap from
manufacturing, autos and white goods. But the production
lines have pretty well all gone in Adelaide. Maybe we
should re-badge our plant, because we´ve been doing
around 25-30% steel now for the past 10 years or so with
pretty good results. Dragline castings, bucket lips and
anything else in between.
Finally, the other thought that crossed my mind is the
opportunity lost when the government allowed auto
manufacturing to leave Australia. With a bit of foresight
and planning, by now we could have had a production
line pumping out electric cars with Australian batteries.
But don´t get me started on that subject otherwise I´ll be
here all day.
* The views expressed in this article belong entirely to Andrew
Nixon of McKechnie Iron Foundry and ASN accepts no
responsibility for their veracity or otherwise.

Steel Industry Services
Many services and associations exist to assist people and companies
working in the steel and metals industries. Here is a selection:

Baltic Dry Index

Fuel Prices

Associations

The Baltic Dry Index (BDI) is
issued daily by the Londonbased Baltic Exchange. It is a
composite of the Capesize,
Panamax and Supramax
Timecharter Averages. The BDI
is a proxy for dry bulk shipping
stocks and a general bellwether
to shipping markets. Here are
two websites with links to it:

Variations in petroleum and
diesel prices can critically
impact the final transport costs
of moving steel within Australia.
The Australian Institute of
Petroleum (AIP) is the peak
representative body of
Australia´s downstream
petroleum industry. It publishes
a weekly prices report for
petroleum and diesel.

The steel, metals and related
industry sectors in Australia
and New Zealand are well
served by numerous peak
bodies and associations. The
website AustralianSteel.com
contains a list of the most
prominent associations which
serve the industry. Click below.

Trading Economics
The Business Times

AIP Petroleum & Diesel prices

AustralianSteel.com Industry
Associations list

Key to Prices

Offcuts……Steel Around The World
1.

•

The Guangxi Iron and Steel hot rolling plant in China has successfully
manufactured a hot-rolled strip of 0.85mm thickness, breaking the
world record for the thinnest thickness of conventional hot-rolled strip

2.

with normal width. (SEAISI)
3.

•

The EU's largest steel producer, Germany, has gained the right to
export 907,893 mt of a wide variety of products as part of 3.33 million

4.

mt of steel to be imported into the US under the new tariff-rate quotas,
or TRQs. The Netherlands has been granted 507,598 mt. (Platts)
5.

•

Canada‟s Algoma Steel is to invest close to US$550 million to replace
its blast furnace and basic oxygen steelmaking operations at Sault Ste.

6.

Marie with two new EAFs. The plant‟s annual crude steel output is due
to rise to 3.7 million tonnes when the work is completed. (MEPS)
7.
8.

* Disclaimer
Prices and figures quoted should be taken as indicative numbers only. While all
care has been taken in compiling this newsletter, readers acting upon the
information herein do so entirely at their own risk. The publisher accepts no
responsibility for any consequences arising from commercial decisions made by
readers. Most of the numeric information in this newsletter is freely available at the
sources quoted. Readers are urged to check figures against the original source. All
comments expressed are the opinion of the publisher, unless otherwise stated.
Copyright is reserved for the full contents of the newsletter.

9.

10.
11.
12.

13.

Australian Steel News particularly acknowledges two of its principal sources of
information: S&P Global Platts (Platts) and South East Asia Iron and Steel Institute
(SEAISI).

Subscribe / Contact
Australian Steel News (ASN) is a completely independent, monthly newsletter
which is wholly owned and published by Caletablanca Media. ASN and
Caletablanca Media are not in any way connected to any steel industry
association or company or any other entity in Australia or elsewhere. To
suggest information you would like to see included in ASN, email
asn@caletablanca.com. To add yourself to ASN´s mailing list, email
asn@caletablanca.com with the word ADD in the subject line. To remove
yourself from the list, email asn@caletablanca.com with the word REMOVE in
the subject line. The Caletablanca Media website is: www.caletablanca.com
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Wire Rod – Shanghai Futures
Exchange (SHFE). Standard
bundle size Chinese wire rod
grade HPB300 in diameters 6.5
and 8.0mm. VIEW
Steel Rebar China – SHFE
closing price on day converted
at 6.4 Yuan/USD. VIEW
Steel Rebar Southeast Asia
CFR – S&P Global Platts
(Platts) daily rebar.
Steel Rebar Turkey – London
Metal Exchange (LME) one
month exports FOB Turkish
port. VIEW
Steel Scrap Turkey – LME
closing contract price CFR
Turkish port. VIEW
HRC North America – LME
closing contract price ex works
Indiana. Short ton price
converted by 110% to per
tonne. VIEW
HDG Shanghai – Platts China
FOB export monthly.
HRC Southeast Asia – Platts
daily HRC CFR SS400.
HRC China – LME closing
contract price FOB China.
VIEW
Slab Southeast Asia – Platts
monthly CFR Southeast Asia.
Coking Coal – Platts Australian
premium low volume HCC.
Iron Ore – NAB sourced
Bloomberg indicative CFR for
62 Fe shipping to Qingdao.
VIEW
Non-Ferrous Metals – LME
official closing day price for:
copper, aluminium, nickel and
zinc. VIEW
Vanadium – Ferro vanadium
80% China price in USD/kilo
from Vanadiumprice website.
VIEW
Taiwan Containerized Scrap –
LME weekly Taiwan CFR.
VIEW
East Asia Import Scrap – Platts
weekly East Asia Import CFR.
Ferro Alloy Prices – Argus
Metals International mid-point
price of range on date
indicated.
FX Rates – Sourced from Xrates.com. VIEW
Company Share Prices –
Australian Stock Exchange end
of day quote in AUD. VIEW

